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Abstract. Querying XML data is based on the specification of structural patterns
which in practice are formulated using XPath. Usually, these structural patterns
are in the form of trees (Tree-Pattern Queries – TPQs). Requirements for flexi-
ble querying of XML data including XML data from scientific applications have
motivated recently the introduction of query languages that are more general and
flexible than TPQs. These query languages correspond to a fragment of XPath
larger than TPQs for which efficient non-main-memory evaluation algorithms are
not known.
In this paper, we consider a query language, called Partial Tree-Pattern Query
(PTPQ) language, which generalizes and strictly contains TPQs. PTPQs repre-
sent a broad fragment of XPath which is very useful in practice. We show how
PTPQs can be represented as directed acyclic graphs augmented with “same-
path” constraints. We develop an original polynomial time holistic algorithm for
PTPQs under the inverted list evaluation model. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first algorithm to support the evaluation of such a broad structural frag-
ment of XPath. We provide a theoretical analysis of our algorithm and identify
cases where it is asymptotically optimal. In order to assess its performance, we
design two other techniques that evaluate PTPQs by exploiting the state-of-the-
art existing algorithms for smaller classes of queries. An extensive experimental
evaluation shows that our holistic algorithm outperforms the other ones.

1 Introduction

XML data are often encountered in e-science (astronomy, biology, earth science, etc.),
natural language processing, digital entertainment, social network analysis, and more.
Querying XML data is based on the specification of structural patterns. In practice,
these structural patterns are specified using XPath [1], a language that lies at the core of
the standard XML query language XQuery [1]. Usually, the structural patterns are in the
form of trees (Tree-Pattern Queries – TPQs). A restrictive characteristic of TPQs is that
they impose a total order for the nodes in every path of the query pattern. However, re-
cent applications of XML require querying of data whose structure is complex [2] or is
not fully known to the user [3–6], or integrating XML data sources with different struc-
tures [7, 3, 4]. In order to satisfy these requirements, different approaches are adopted



that range from using unstructured keyword queries [7] to extending XQuery with key-
word search capabilities [8, 3]. TPQs are not expressive enough to specify these new
types of queries. Larger subclasses of XPath are required for which, up to now, efficient
non-main-memory evaluation algorithms are not known.

In this paper, we consider a query language for XML, called Partial Tree-Pattern
Query (PTPQ) language. PTPQs generalize and strictly contain TPQs. They are flexible
enough to allow a large range of queries from keyword-style queries with no structure,
to keyword queries with arbitrary structural constraints, to fully specified TPQs. PTPQs
are not restricted by a total order for the nodes in a path of the query pattern since they
can constrain a number of (possibly unrelated) nodes to lie on the same path (same-path
constraint). These nodes together form a partial path. PTPQs can express XPath queries
with the reverse axes parent and ancestor, in addition to forward child and descendant
axes and branching predicates. They can also express the node identity equality (is-
same-node) operator of XPath by employing node sharing expressions. Overall, PTPQs
represent a broad fragment of XPath which is very useful in practice.

A broad fragment of XPath such as PTPQs can be useful only if it is complemented
with efficient evaluation techniques. A growing number of XML applications, in partic-
ular data-centric applications, handle documents too large to be processed in memory.
This is usually the case with scientific applications.

A recent approach for the non-main-memory evaluation of queries on XML data
assumes that the data is preprocessed and the position of every node in the XML doc-
ument tree is encoded [9–11]. Further, an inverted list is built on every node label. In
order to evaluate a query, the nodes of the relevant inverted lists are read in the pre-
order of their appearance in the XML tree. We refer to this evaluation model as inverted
lists model. Algorithms in this model [9–11] are based on stacks that allow encoding
an exponential number of pattern matches in a polynomial space. The advantage of the
inverted lists evaluation is that it can process large XML documents without preloading
them in the memory (non-main-memory evaluation). Unfortunately, existing non-main-
memory evaluation algorithms focus almost exclusively on TPQs.

Problem addressed. In this paper we undertake the task of designing an efficient evalu-
ation algorithm for PTPQs in the inverted lists model. This task is complex: as we show
later, due to their expressive power, PTPQs can only be represented as directed acyclic
graphs (dags) annotated with same-path constraints. Matching these query patterns to
XML trees requires the appropriate handling of both the structural constraints of the
dag, and the same-path constraints. These two types of constraints can be conflicting:
a matching that satisfies the structural constraints of the dag may violate the same-path
constraints, and vice versa.

One might wonder whether existing techniques can be used for efficiently evalu-
ating PTPQs. In fact, as we show later in the paper, a PTPQ is equivalent to a set of
TPQs for which efficient algorithms exist. Unfortunately, this transformation leads to
a number of TPQs which, in the worst case, is exponential on the size of the PTPQ.
Our experimental results show that another technique that decomposes the PTPQ dag
into simpler query patterns, which can be evaluated efficiently, also fails to produce
satisfactory performance.



Contribution. The main contributions of the paper are:
• We use a formalism to represent PTPQs as directed acyclic graphs (dags) annotated

with same-path constraints (Section 3.2). We show that PTPQs can express a broad
fragment of XPath which comprises reverse axes and the node identity equality (is-
same-node) operator in addition to forward axes and predicates (Section 3.3).

• We develop an efficient holistic evaluation algorithm for PTPQs called Partial-
TreeStack (Section 5.1). PartialT reeStack takes into account the dag form of
PTPQs and avoids redundant processing of subdags having multiple “parents”. It
wisely avoids checking whether node matches satisfy the dag structural constraints
when it can derive that they violate a same-path constraint. PartialT reeStack
finds solutions for the partial paths of the query and merge-joins them to produce
the query answer. When no parent-child relationships are present in the query dag,
it is guaranteed that every partial path solution produced will participate in the final
answer. Therefore, PartialT reeStack does not produce intermediate results.

• We provide a theoretical analysis of PartialT reeStack to show its polynomial
time and space complexity. We further show that under the reasonable assumption
that the size of queries is not significant compared to the size of data, PartialT ree-
Stack is asymptotically optimal for PTPQs without parent-child structural relation-
ships (Section 5.3)

• In order to assess the performance of PartialT reeStack, we design, for compar-
ison, two approaches that exploit existing state-of-the-art techniques for more re-
stricted classes of queries (Section 6.1): algorithm TPQGen, generates a set of
TPQs equivalent to the given PTPQ, and computes the answer of the PTPQ by
taking the union of their solutions. Algorithm PartialPathJoin decomposes the
PTPQ into partial-path queries and computes the answer of the PTPQ by merge-
joining their solutions.

• We implemented all three algorithms and conducted detailed experiments to com-
pare their performance. The experimental results show that PartialT reeStack out-
performs the other two algorithms (Section 6.2).

• To the best of our knowledge, PartialT reeStack is the first algorithm in the in-
verted lists model that supports such a broad fragment of XPath.

2 Related Work

In this paper, we assume that queries are evaluated in the inverted lists evaluation model.
This evaluation model uses inverted lists built over the input data to avoid: (1) preload-
ing XML documents in memory, and (2) processing large portions of the XML docu-
ments that are not relevant to the query evaluation. Because of these advantages, many
query evaluation algorithms for XML have been developed in this model. These al-
gorithms broadly fall in two categories: the structural join approach [9, 12], and the
holistic twig join approach [10, 13–16, 14]. All these algorithms, however, focus almost
exclusively on TPQs.

The structural join approach first decomposes a TPQ into a set of binary descendant
or child relationships. Then, it evaluates the relationships using binary merge join. This
approach might not be efficient because it generates a large number of intermediate



solutions (that is, solutions for the binary relationships that do not make it to the answer
of the TPQ). Algorithms for structural join order optimization were introduced in [12].

The holistic twig join approach (e.g. TwigStack [10]) represents the state of the art
for evaluating TPQs. This approach evalutes TPQs by joining multiple input lists at a
time to avoid producing large intermediate solutions. Algorithm TwigStack is shown
optimal for TPQs without child relationships.

Several papers focused on extending TwigStack. For example, in [13], algorithm
TwigStackList evaluates efficiently TPQs in the presence of child relationships. Algo-
rithm iTwigJoin extended TwigStack by utilizing structural indexes built on the input
lists [14]. Evaluation methods of TPQs with OR predicates were developed in [15].

All the above algorithms are developed for TPQs and cannot be used nor extended
so that they evaluate PTPQs. The reason is that PTPQs are not mere tree patterns but
dags augmented with same-path constraints. Chen et al. [16] proposed twig join algo-
rithms that handle dag queries over graph structured data. Note that, the semantics of
the dag queries dealt with in [16] is different than the semantics of PTPQ dag queries
studied in this paper since their dag queries are matched against XML graphs and not
trees.

Considerable work has also been done on the processing of XPath queries when the
XML data is not encoded and indexed (main-memory evaluation or streaming evalua-
tion). For example, [17] suggested polynomial main-memory algorithms for answering
full XPath queries. The streaming evaluation, though a single choice for a number of
applications, cannot be compared in terms of performance to the inverted lists evalua-
tion we adopt here. The reason is that in the streaming evaluation, no indexes or inverted
lists can be exploited and the whole XML document has to be sequentially scanned.

PTPQs were initially introduced in [4]. Their containment problem was studied in
[18] and PTPQ semantic issues were addressed in [5]. Relevant to our work are also
the evaluation algorithms for partial path queries [19, 20]. Partial path queries are not a
subclass of TPQs but they form a subclass of PTPQs.

3 Data Model and Partial Tree Pattern Query Language

3.1 Data Model
XML data is commonly modeled by a tree structure. Tree nodes are labeled and repre-
sent elements, attributes, or values. Let L be the set of node labels. Tree edges represent
element-subelement, element-attribute, and element-value relationships. Without loss
of generality, we assume that only the root node of every XML tree is labeled by r ∈ L.
We denote XML tree labels by lower case letters. To distinguish between nodes with
the same label, every node in the XML tree has an identifier shown as a subscript of
the node label. For XML trees, we adopt the positional representation widely used for
XML query processing [9–11]. The positional representation associates with every node
a triplet (start,end,level) of values. The start and end values of a node are integers which
can be determined through a depth-first traversal of the XML tree, by sequentially as-
signing numbers to the first and the last visit of the node. The level value represents the
level of the node in the XML tree.

The positional representation allows efficiently checking structural relationships be-
tween two nodes in the XML tree. For instance, given two nodes n 1 and n2, n1 is an



ancestor of n2 iff n1.start < n2.start, and n2.end < n1.end. Node n1 is the parent
of n2 iff n1.start < n2.start, n2.end < n1.end, and n1.level = n2.level − 1.

In this paper, we often need to check whether a number of nodes in an XML tree lie
on the same path. This check can be performed efficiently using the following proposi-
tion.
Proposition 1. Given a set of nodes n1, . . . , nk in an XML tree T , let maxStart and
minEnd denote respectively the maximum start and the minimum end values in the
positional representations of n1, . . . , nk. Nodes n1, . . . , nk lie on the same path in T iff
maxStart ≤ minEnd.

3.2 Query Language

Syntax. A partial tree-pattern query (PTPQ) specifies a pattern which partially deter-
mines a tree. PTPQs comprise nodes and child and descendant relationships between
nodes. The nodes are grouped into disjoint sets called partial paths. PTPQs are em-
bedded to XML trees. The nodes of a partial path are embedded to nodes on the same
XML tree path. However, unlike paths in TPQs the child and descendant relationships
in partial paths do not necessarily form a total order. This is the reason for qualifying
these paths as partial. PTPQs also comprise node sharing expressions. A node sharing
expression indicates that two nodes from different partial paths are to be embedded to
the same XML tree node. That is, the image of these two nodes is the same – shared –
node in the XML tree. The formal definition of a PTPQ follows.

Definition 1 (PTPQ). Let N be an infinite set of labeled nodes. Nodes in N are labeled
by a label in L. Let X and Y denote distinct nodes in N . A partial tree-pattern query is
a pair (S, N) where:

S is a list of n named sets p1, . . . , pn called partial paths (PPs). Each PP pi is a
finite set of expressions of the form X/Y (child relationship) or X//Y (descen-
dant relationship). We write X [pi]/Y [pi] (resp. X [pi]//Y [pi]) to indicate that
X [pi]/Y [pi] (resp. X [pi]//Y [pi]) is a relationship in PP pi. Child and descen-
dant relationships are collectively called structural relationships.

N is a set of node sharing expressions X [pi] ≈ Y [pj ], where pi and pj are distinct
PPs, and X and Y are nodes in PPs pi and pj respectively such that both of them
are labeled by the same label in L.

Figure 1(a) shows a PTPQ Q1 and Figure 1(b) shows the visual representation of
Q1. We use this representation later on in Section 6 to design a comparison algorithm
for evaluating PTPQs. Unless otherwise indicated, in the following, “query” refers to a
PTPQ. Note that the labels of the query nodes are denoted by capital letters to distin-
guish them from the labels of the XML tree nodes. In this sense, label l in an XML tree
and label L in a query represent the same label.

Semantics. The answer of a PTPQ on an XML tree is a set of tuples of nodes from the
XML tree that satisfy the structural relationships and the same path constraints of the
PTPQ. Formally:

Definition 2 (Query Embedding). An embedding of a query Q into an XML tree T is
a mapping M from the nodes of Q to nodes of T such that: (a) a node A[p j ] in Q is



(a) PTPQ Q1 (b) Visual representation of Q1 (c) Query graph of Q1 (d) The two TPQs of Q1

Fig. 1. A PTPQ and its three representations that are used by different algorithms in the paper

mapped by M to a node of T labeled by a; (b) the nodes of Q in the same PP are mapped
by M to nodes that lie on the same path in T ;
(c) ∀ X [pi]/Y [pi] (resp. X [pi]//Y [pi]) in Q, M(Y [pi]) is a child (resp. descendant) of
M(X [pi]) in T ; (d) ∀ X [pi] ≈ Y [pj ] in Q, M(X [pi]) and M(Y [pj ]) coincide in T .

We call image of Q under an embedding M a tuple that contains one field per node
in Q, and the value of the field is the image of the node under M . Such a tuple is also
called solution of Q on T . The answer of Q on T is the set of solutions of Q under all
possible embeddings of Q to T .

Graph representation for PTPQs. For our evaluation algorithm, we represent queries
as node labeled annotated directed graphs: a query Q is represented by a graph Q G.
Every node X in Q corresponds to a node XG in QG, and vice versa. Node XG is
labeled by the label of X . Two nodes in Q participating in a node sharing expression
correspond to the same node in QG. Otherwise, they correspond to distinct nodes in
QG. For every structural relationship X//Y (resp. X/Y ) in Q there is a single (resp.
double) edge in QG. In addition, each node in QG is annotated by the set of PPs of
the nodes in Q it corresponds to. Note that these annotations allow us to express same-
path constraints. That is, all the nodes annotated by the same partial path have to be
embedded to nodes in an XML tree that lie on the same path.

Figure 1(c) shows the query graph of query Q 1 of Figure 1(a). Note that a node in the
graph inherits all the annotating PPs of its descendant nodes. Because of this inheritance
property of partial path annotations we can omit in the figures the annotation of internal
nodes in queries when no ambiguity arises. For example, in the graph of Figure 1(c),
node A is annotated by the PPs p1, p2, and p3 inherited from its descendant nodes D,
E, and F .

Clearly, a query that has a cycle is unsatisfiable (i.e., its answer is empty on any
XML tree). Therefore, in the following, we assume a query is a dag and we identify a
query with its dag representation.

3.3 Generality of Partial Tree Pattern Query Language

Clearly, the class of PTPQs cannot be expressed by TPQs. For instance, PTPQs can con-
strain a number of nodes in a query pattern to belong to the same path even if there is no
precedence relationship between these nodes in the PTPQ. Such a query cannot be ex-
pressed by a TPQ. TPQs correspond to the fragment XP{[],/,//} of XPath that involves
predicates([]), and child (/) and descendant (//) axes. In fact, it is not difficult to see that
PTPQs cannot be expressed either by the larger fragment XP{[],/,//,\,\\} of XPath that



involves, in addition, the reverse axes parent (\) and ancestor (\\). On the other hand,
PTPQs represent a very broad fragment XP{[],/,//,\,\\,≈} of XPath that corresponds to
XP{[],/,//,\,\\} augmented with the is operation (≈) of XPath2 [1]. The is operator is
a node identity equality operator. The conversion of an expression in XP {[],/,//,\,\\,≈}

to an equivalent PTPQ is straightforward. There is no previous inverted lists evaluation
algorithm that directly supports such a broad fragment of XPath.

Note that as the next proposition shows, a PTPQ is equivalent to a set of TPQs.
Proposition 2. Given a PTPQ Q there is a set of TPQs Q1, . . . , Qn in XP{[],/,//} such
that for every XML tree T , the answer of Q on T is the union of the answers of the Q is
on T .
As an example, Figure 1(d) shows the two TPQs for query Q 1 of Figure 1(a), which
together are equivalent to Q1. Based on the previous proposition, one can consider
evaluating PTPQs using existing algorithms for TPQs. In Section 6.1, we present such
an algorithm. However, the number of TPQs that need to be evaluated can grow to be
large (in the worst case, it can be exponential on the number of nodes of the PTPQ).
Therefore, the performance of such an algorithm is not expected to be satisfactory. In
Section 5, we present our novel holistic algorithm, PartialTreeStack, that efficiently
evaluates PTPQs in the inverted lists evaluation model.

4 Data Structures and Functions for PTPQ Evaluation
We present in this section the data structures and operations we use for PTPQ evaluation
in the inverted lists model.
Query functions. Let Q be a query, X be a node in Q, and p i be a partial path in Q.
Node X is called sink node of pi, if pi annotates X but no any descendant nodes of X
in Q. We make use of the following functions in the evaluation algorithm.

Function sinkNodes(pi) returns the set of sink nodes of pi. Function partialPaths(X)
returns the set of partial paths that annotate X in Q and PPsSink(X) returns the set of
partial paths where X is a sink node. Boolean function isSink(X) returns true iff X
is a sink node in Q (i.e., it does not have outgoing edges in Q). Function parents(X)
returns the set of parent nodes of X in Q. Function children(X) returns the set of child
nodes of X in Q.

Operations on inverted lists. With every query node X in Q, we associate an inverted
list TX of the positional representation of the nodes labeled by x in the XML tree. The
nodes in TX are ordered by the their start field (see Section 3). To access sequentially
the nodes in TX , we maintain a cursor. We use CX to denote the node currently pointed
by the cursor in TX and call it the current match of X . Operation advance(X) moves
the cursor to the next node in TX . Function eos(X) returns true if the cursor has reached
the end of TX .

Stacks. With every query node X in Q, we associate a stack SX . An entry e in stack
SX corresponds to a node in TX and has the following two fields:
1. A field consisting of the triplet (start, end, level) which is the positional represen-

tation of the corresponding node in TX .
2. A field ptrs which is an array of pointers indexed by parents(X). Given P ∈

parents(X), ptrs[P ] points to the highest among the entries in stack SP that corre-
spond to ancestors of e in the XML tree.



Stack operations. We use the following stack operations:
push(SX ,entry) which pushes entry on the stack SX , top(SX) which returns the top
entry of stack SX , and bottom(SX) which returns the bottom entry of stack SX . Boolean
function empty(SX) returns true iff SX is empty.

Initially, all stacks are empty, and for every query node X , its cursor points to the
first node in TX . At any point during the execution of the algorithm, the entries that
stack SX can contain correspond to nodes in TX before the current match CX . The
entries in a stack below an entry e are ancestors of e in the XML tree. Stack entries
form partial solutions of the query that can be extended to become the solutions as the
algorithm goes on.

Matching query subdags. Recall that CX denotes the current match of the query node
X . Below, we define a concept which is important for understanding the query evalua-
tion algorithm.

Definition 3 (Current Binding). Given a query Q, let X be a node in Q and QX be the
subdag (subquery) of Q rooted at X . The current binding of Q is the tuple β of current
matches of the nodes in Q. Node X is said to have a solution in β, if the matches of the
nodes of QX in β form a solution for QX .

If node X has a solution in β, then the following two properties hold: (1) C X is the
ancestor of all the other current matches of the nodes in QX , and (2) current matches
of the query nodes in QX in the same partial path lie on the same path in the XML tree.

When all the structural relationships in Q are regarded as descendant relationships,
we can show the following proposition.

Proposition 3. Let X be a node in a query Q where all the structural relationships are
regarded as descendant relationships, {Y1, . . . , Yk} be the set of child nodes of X in
Q, and {p1, . . . , pn} be the set of partial paths annotating X in Q. Let also β denote
the current binding of Q. Node X has a solution in β if and only if the following three
conditions are met:
1. All Yis have a solution in β.
2. CX is a common ancestor of all CYi s in the XML tree.
3. For each partial path pj , the current matches of all the sink nodes of pj that are

descendants of X lie on the same path in the XML tree.

The proof follows directly from Definition 3. Clearly, if X is a sink node, it satisfies
the conditions of Proposition 3, and therefore, it has a solution in β.

As an example for Proposition 3, consider evaluating query Q 3 of Figure 4(b) on
the XML tree of Figure 4(a). Suppose the cursors of R, A, B, D, C, E, G, and F are at
r, a1, b1, d1, c1, e1, g1, and f1, respectively. By Proposition 3, node D has a solution in
the the current binding β of Q3, since (1) child nodes E and F both have a solution in
β; (2) b1 is a common ancestor of e1 and f1; and (3) E and F are the only descendant
sink nodes of D in partial paths p1 and p2, respectively. However, node B does not have
a solution in β because the condition 3 of Proposition 3 is violated: g 1 and f1, which
respectively are the current matches of the descendant sink nodes G and F in partial
path p2, are not on the same path in the XML tree.



Listing 1 Function getNext(X)

1 if (isSink(X) ∨ knownSoln[X] ) then
2 return X
3 for (Yi ∈ children(X)) do
4 invPath[Yi]← invPath[X] + ‘Yi’
5 Y ← getNext(Yi)
6 if (Y �= Yi ∧ Y �= X ) then
7 return Y
8 Ymin ← minargYi

{CYi
.start}, Ymax ←

maxargYi
{CYi

.start}, where Yi ∈ children(X)
∧ knownSoln[Yi]

9 while (CX .end < CYmax .start) do
10 advance(X)
11 if (CX .start < CYmin

.start) then
12 updateSPStatus(X)
13 if (∀pi ∈ partialPaths(X): SP [pi]) then
14 knownSoln[X]← true
15 return X
16 else
17 return null

18 if (bottom(SX ) is an ancestor of CYmin
) then

19 if (∃P ∈ parents(Ymin): CP is an ancestor of
CYmin

) then
20 return the lowest ancestor of P among the

nodes in invPath[X]
21 if (∃ sink node Z ∈ Q: partialPaths(Z)⊆

partialPaths(Ymin)∧ CZ .start <
CYmin

.start) then
22 return the lowest ancestor of Z among the

nodes in invPath[X]
23 if (∀pi ∈ partialPaths(Ymin): SPYmin

[X, pi] �=
null) then

24 return Ymin

25 updateSPStatus(X)
26 if (∀pi ∈ partialPaths(X): SP [pi] )) then
27 return Ymin

28 else
29 return null

5 PTPQ Evaluation Algorithm

The flexibility of the PTPQ language in specifying queries and its increased expressive
power makes the design of an evaluation algorithm challenging. Two outstanding rea-
sons of additional difficulty are: (1) a query is a dag (which in the general case is not
merely a tree) augmented with constraints, and (2) the same-path constraints should be
enforced for all the nodes in a partial path in addition to enforcing structural relation-
ships. In this section, we present our holistic evaluation algorithm PartialT reeStack,
which efficiently resolves these issues. The presentation of the algorithm is followed by
an analysis of its correctness and complexity.

5.1 Algorithm PartialTreeStack

Algorithm PartialT reeStack operates in two phases. In the first phase, it iteratively
calls a function called getNext to identify the next query node to be processed. So-
lutions to individual partial paths of the query are also computed in this phase. In the
second phase, the partial path solutions are merge-joined to compute the answer of the
query.

Function getNext Function getNext is shown in Listing 1. It is called on a query
node and returns a query node (or null). Starting with the root R of the query dag Q,
function getNext traverses the dag in left-right and depth-first search mode. For every
node under consideration, getNext recursively calls itself on each child of that node.
This way, getNext first reaches the left-most sink node of Q. Starting from that sink
node, it tries to find a query node X with the following three properties:
1. X has a solution in the current binding β of Q but none of X’s parents has a solution

in β.
2. Let P be a parent of X in the invocation path of getNext. The current match of

X , i.e., CX , has the smallest start value among the current matches of all the child
nodes of P that have a solution in β.



3. For each partial path pi annotating X , CX has the smallest start value among the
current matches of all the nodes annotated by p i that have a solution in β.

Node X is the node returned by getNext(R) to the main algorithm for processing.
The first property guarantees that: (1) CX is in a solution of QX , and (2) a query node
match in a solution of Q is always returned before other query node matches in the
same solution that are descendants of it in the XML tree. The third property guarantees
that matches of query nodes annotated by the same partial path are returned in the order
of their start value (i.e., according to the pre-order traversal of the XML tree).

During the traversal of the dag, function getNext discards node matches that are
guaranteed not to be part of any solution of the query by advancing the corresponding
cursors. This happens when a structural constraint of the dag or a same-path constraint
is violated.

Fig. 2. Traversal of a
query dag by getNext

Dealing with the query dag. Since Q is a dag, some nodes
of Q along with their subdags could be visited multiple
times by getNext during its traversal of Q. This happens
when a node has multiple parents in Q. Figure 2 shows a
scenario of the traversal of a query dag by getNext, where
node X has parents P1, . . . , Pk. Function getNext will
be called on X from each one of the k parents of X . To
prevent redundant computations, a boolean array, called
knownSoln, is used. Array knownSoln is indexed by
the nodes of Q. Given a node X of Q, if knownSoln[X ]
is true, getNext has already processed the subdag QX

rooted at X , and X has a solution in the current binding β
of Q. In this case, subsequent calls of getNext on X from other parents of X are not
processed on the subdag QX since they are known to return X itself.

The traversal of the query nodes is not necessarily in accordance with the pre-order
traversal of the query node matches in the XML tree. It is likely that the current match
of a node X already visited by getNext has larger start value than that of a node that
has not been visited yet. If this latter node is an ancestor of X and has a match that
participates in a solution of Q, this match should be returned by getNext before the
match of X in the same solution is returned. In order to enforce this returning order,
we let getNext “jump” to and continue its traversal from an ancestor of X before X is
returned (lines 19-20 in getNext). The target ancestor node of X is chosen as shown
in the example below: consider again the dag of Figure 2. The path from the root R to
X in bold denotes the invocation path of getNext from R to X . The invocation path
is recorded in an array invPath associated with each query node (line 4). Assume P 1

is the node under consideration by getNext, and P1 has no solution in β. Assume also
that P2 has not yet been returned by getNext but has a solution in β. Function getNext
on P1 will return the lowest ancestor of P2 among the nodes of invPath[P1] (which is
node W ). This enforces getNext to go upwards along the invocation path of P 1 until it
reaches W . From there, getNext continues its traversal on the next child V of W .

The same technique is also used when there is an unvisited node Z annotated by a
partial path that also annotates X , but the current match CZ of Z has a smaller start
value than CX . The existence of such a node is detected using the sink nodes of Q



Listing 2 Procedure updateSPStatus(X)

1 for (pi ∈ partialPaths(X)) do
2 let nodes denote the set of sink nodes of pi that are

descendants of X in Q
3 let node denote the node in nodes whose current

match has the smallest end value
4 matches1←{CY |Y ∈ nodes}
5 SP [pi]← false
6 if (onSamePath(matches1)) then
7 SP [pi]← true
8 else
9 if (∃Y ∈ nodes : ¬ empty(SY )) then

10 matches2 ← {empty(SY )?CY :
top(SY )|Y ∈ nodes}

11 if (onSamePath(matches2)) then
12 SP [pi]← true
13 if (¬SP [pi]) then
14 advanceUntilSP(nodes)

15 if (noMoreSolns) then
16 return
17 for (every child node Y of X annotated by pi) do
18 SPY [X, pi]← SP [pi]? Cnode : null

Function onSamePath(matches)
1 minEnd← minm∈matches{m.end}
2 maxStart← maxm∈matches{m.start}
3 return (maxStart ≤ minEnd)

Procedure advanceUntilSP(nodes)
1 repeat
2 minENode← minargY ∈nodes{CY .end}
3 advance(minENode)
4 if (eos(minENode)) then
5 noMoreSolns← true
6 matches←{CY |Y ∈ nodes}
7 until (noMoreSolns ∨ onSamePath(matches))

(lines 21-22). This technique ensures that the matches of nodes in a same partial path
are returned by getNext in the order of their start value.

Dealing with the same-path constraint. Let X denote the node currently under consid-
eration by getNext. After getNext finishes its traversal of the subdag QX and comes
back to X , it invokes procedure updateSPStatus (lines 12 and 25). Procedure update-
SPStatus (shown in Listing 2) checks the satisfaction of the same-path constraints for
the subdag QX , and updates the data structures SP and SPY (described below) accord-
ingly to reflect the result of the check.

Data structure SP is a boolean array indexed by the set of partial paths annotating
X in the query Q. For each partial path pi, SP [pi] indicates whether the same-path
constraint for pi in QX is satisfied by the matches of nodes in QX (i.e., whether the
matches of the nodes that are below X and are annotated by p i in Q lie on the same
path in the XML tree). Let nodes denote the sink nodes of p i in QX (line 2 in update-
SPStatus). In order to check the same-path constraint for p i, it is sufficient to check
whether the matches of sink nodes in nodes lie on the same path in the XML tree. Note
that the match of a sink node can be its current match or the one that has already been
returned by getNext and is now in its stack.

Procedure updateSPStatus uses function onSamePath to check if the matches
of a set of query nodes lie on the same path in the XML tree (lines 6 and 11). This
check is based on Proposition 1. If the same-path constraint is not satisfied, proce-
dure advanceUntilSP is invoked to advance the cursors of the nodes in nodes until
the current matches of the nodes lie on the same path in the XML tree or one of the
cursors reaches the end of its list. In the latter case, it is guaranteed that there are no
new solutions for Q. Hence, a boolean flag noMoreSolns is set to false in order for
PartialT reeStack to end the evaluation (line 5 in advanceUntilSP ). During each
iteration in advanceUntilSP , the node in nodes whose current match has the smallest
end value is chosen and its cursor is advanced (lines 2-3). This way of advancing the
cursors guarantees that all the matches of the nodes in nodes that satisfy the same-path
constraint will be eventually detected.



(a) Query Q2 (b) XML tree and positions of cursors of Q2

Fig. 3. A sequence of cursor movements re-
sulting in the current matches of sink nodes
A, B and C of Q2 to lie on the same path

Figure 3 shows an example of cursor
movement during evaluation that results
in the current matches of the sink nodes
of a query to lie on the same path.

Every non-root query node Y in Q is
associated with a two-dimensional array
SPY . The first dimension of SPY is in-
dexed by the parents of Y in Q, while the
second one is indexed by the partial paths
annotating Y in Q. For every parent X
of Y and partial path pi, if the same-path
constraint for pi in QX is satisfied, SPY [X, pi] stores the current match of node (line
18 in updateSPStatus). node denotes the sink node of p i in the subdag QX whose
current match has the smallest end value (line 3). Otherwise, SPY [X, pi] is set to null
(line 18). Note that node is not necessarily a node in QY but can be a node in the subdag
rooted at a sibling of Y under the common parent X . Array SPY is updated by pro-
cedure updateSPStatus when the parent X of Y is under consideration by getNext,
and Y has a solution in the current binding of Q.

Array SPY records the execution states that are needed to prevent redundant com-
putations of getNext. For a selected node Y , the non-null values of SPY indicate that
node Y has a solution in the current binding of Q and should be returned by getNext
(lines 23-24 in getNext). In this case, no call to procedure updateSPStatus is needed.

Main Algorithm The main part of PartialT reeStack repeatedly calls getNext(R)
to identify the next candidate node for processing. For a selected node X , Partial-
TreeStack removes from some stacks entries that are not ancestors of CX in the XML
tree. The cleaned stacks are: (1) the stack of X , (2) the parent stacks of X , and (3)
the stacks of sink nodes of every partial path of which X is a sink node. Subsequently,
PartialT reeStack checks if for every parent P of X , the top entry of stack SP and
CX satisfy the structural relationship between P and X in the query. If this is the case,
we say that CX has ancestor extensions. Then, PartialT reeStack creates a new entry
for CX and pushes it on SX .

If X is a sink node of a partial path pi and the stacks of all the sink nodes of
pi are non-empty, it is guaranteed that the stacks contain at least one solution of p i.
Subsequently, a procedure is invoked to iteratively output all the solutions of p i that
involve CX . Such a procedure can be found in [20].

Finally, all the previously generated partial path solutions are merge-joined to pro-
duce the answer of the query. In the interest of space, the details of the main part are
omitted.

5.2 An Example

We evaluate query Q3 of Figure 4(b) on the XML tree of Figure 4(a) using Algorithm
PartialT reeStack. The answer is shown in Figure 4(c). In Figure 5 we show different
snapshots of the query stacks during the execution of the algorithm. Initially, the cursors
of R, A, B, D, C, E, G, and F are at r, a1, b1, d1, c1, e1, g1, and f1, respectively. Before



Fig. 5. Three snapshots of the execution of PartialT reeStack on query Q3 and the XML tree
T of Figure 4 (the numbers labeling the pointers denote the call to getNext(R) as a result of
which these pointers were created)

the first call of getNext(R) returns r, g1 is discarded by advanceUntilSP because g1

and f1 are not on the same path.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. (a) An XML tree T , (b) Query Q3, (c) the
answer of Q3 on T

Right after the eighth call re-
turns e1, the stacks contain so-
lutions for the partial path p1,
and are produced by output-
PPSolutions (Figure 5(a)). At
this time, the cursors of R, A,
B, D, C, E, G, and F are at
∞, ∞, b2, d2, c2, e2, g2, and
f2 respectively. In the next call,
getNext first goes up from D
to R, then continues on B be-
cause b2 is the ancestor of d2.
This call finally returns g2 since
g2.start < d2.start. Subse-
quently, the solutions for the partial path p2 are produced (Figure 5(b)). The eleventh
call returns g3 instead of d2 because g3.start < d2.start. After f2 and c2 are returned,
the solutions for p2 and p1 are generated respectively in that order (Figure 5(c)). Finally,
these partial path solutions are merge-joined to form the answer of Q 3 (Figure 4(c)).

5.3 Analysis of PartialTreeStack

Correctness. Assuming that all the structural relationships in a PTPQ Q are regarded
as descendant, whenever a node X is returned by getNext(R), it is guaranteed that
the current match CX of X participates in a solution of subdag QX . These solutions
of QX constitute of a superset of its solutions appearing in the answer of Q. Moreover,
getNext(R) always returns a match before other descendant matches of it in a solution
of Q. In the main part of PartialT reeStack, CX is pushed on SX iff CX has ancestor
extensions. Whenever CX is popped out of its stack, all the solutions involving CX have
been produced. Based on these observations, we can show the following proposition.

Proposition 4. Given a PTPQ Q and an XML tree T , algorithm PartialT reeStack
correctly computes the answer of Q on T .



Complexity. Given a PTPQ Q and an XML tree T , let |Q| denote the size of the query
dag, N denote the number of query nodes of Q, P denote the number of partial paths
of Q, IN denote the total size of the input lists, and OUT denote the size of the answer
of Q on T . The ancestor dag of a node X in Q is the subdag of Q consisting of X
and its ancestor nodes. In [21], the recursion depth of X of Q in T is defined as the
maximum number of nodes in a path of T that are images of X under an embedding of
the ancestor dag of X to T . We define the recursion depth of Q in T , denoted by D, as
the maximum of the recursion depths of the query nodes of Q in T .

Theorem 1. The space usage of Algorithm PartialT reeStack is O(|Q| × D).
The proof follows from the fact that: (1) the number of entries in each stack at any
time is bounded by D, and (2) for each stack entry, the size of ptrs is bounded by the
out-degree of the corresponding query node.

When Q has no child structural relationships, Algorithm PartialT reeStack en-
sures that each solution produced for a partial path is guaranteed to participate in the
answer of Q. Therefore, no intermediate solutions are produced. Consequently, the CPU
time of PartialT reeStack is independent of the size of solutions of any partial path
in a descendant-only PTPQ query.

The CPU time of PartialT reeStack consists of two parts: one for processing in-
put lists, and another for producing the query answer. Since each node in an input list
is accessed only once, the CPU time for processing the input is calculated by bounding
the time interval between two consecutive cursor movements. The time interval is dom-
inated by updating array SPX for every node X and is O(|Q| × P ). The CPU time on
generating partial path solutions and merge-joining them to produce the query answer
is O((IN + OUT ) × N).
Theorem 2. Given a PTPQ Q without child structural relationships and an XML tree
T , the CPU time of algorithm PartialT reeStack is O(IN × |Q| × P + OUT × N).
Clearly, if the size of the query is insignificant compared to the size of data, Partial-
TreeStack is asymptotically optimal for queries without child structural relationships.

6 Experimental Evaluation

We ran a comprehensive set of experiments to assess the performance of PartialTree-
Stack. In this section, we report on its experimental evaluation.

6.1 Comparison Algorithms

As mentioned ealier, no previous algorithms exist in the inverted list model for the class
of PTPQs. In order to assess the performance of PartialTreeStack, we designed, for
comparison, two approaches that exploit existing techniques for more restricted classes
of queries. The first approach, called TPQGen, is based on Proposition 2. Given a
PTPQ Q, TPQGen: (1) generates a set of TPQs which is equivalent to Q, (2) uses the
state-of-the-art algorithm [10] to evaluate them, and (3) unions the results to produce
the answer of Q.

The second approach, called PartialPathJoin, is based on decomposing the given
PTPQ into a set of queries corresponding to the partial paths of the PTPQ (partial



path queries). For instance, for the PTPQ Q1 of Figure 1(a), the partial path queries
corresponding to the partial paths p1, p2, and p3 of Figure 1(b) are produced. Given
a PTPQ Q, PartialPathJoin: (1) uses the state-of-the-art algorithm [20] to evaluate
the corresponding partial path queries, and (2) merge-joins the results on the common
nodes (nodes participating in the node sharing expressions) to produce the answer of
the PTPQ.

6.2 Experimental Results

Setup. We ran our experiments on both real and synthetic datasets. As a real dataset, we
used the Treebank XML document 1. This dataset consists of around 2.5 million nodes
and its maximum depth is 36. It includes deep recursive structures. The synthetic dataset
is a set of random XML trees generated by IBM’s XML Generator 2. This dataset con-
sists of 1.5 million nodes and its maximum depth is 16. For each measurement on the
synthetic dataset, 10 different XML trees were used. Each value displayed in the plots
is averaged over these 10 measurements.
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Fig. 6. Queries used in the experiments.

On each of the two datasets,
we tested the 4 PTPQs shown
in Figure 6. Our query set com-
prises a full spectrum of PT-
PQs, from a simple TPQ to
complex dags. The query la-
bels are appropriately selected
for the Treebank dataset, so
that they can all produce re-
sults. Thus, node labels R, A, B,
C, D, E, F and G correspond
to FILE, EMPTY , S, V P ,
SBAR, PP , NP and PRP , re-
spectively, on Treebank.

We implemented all algorithms in C++, and ran our experiments on a dedicated
Linux PC (Core 2 Duo 3GHz) with 2GB of RAM.

Query execution time. We compare the execution time of TPQGen, PartialPathJoin
and PartialTreeStack for evaluating the queries in Figure 6 over the two datasets. Fig-
ures 7(a) and 7(b) present the evaluation results. As we can see, PartialTreeStack has
the best time performance, and in most cases it outperforms either TPQGen or Partial-
PathJoin by a factor almost 2. Its performance is stable, and does not degrade on more
complex queries and on data with highly recursive structures.

The execution time of TPQGen is high for queries with a large number of TPQs,
for example, EQ2. Query EQ2 is equivalent to 10 TPQs. TPQGen shows the worst
performance when evaluating EQ2 on both datasets (Figure 7(a) and 7(b)).

PartialPathJoin finds solutions for each partial path of the query independently. It
is likely that some of the partial path solutions do not participate in the final query

1 www.cis.upenn.edu/∼treebank
2 www.alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/xmlgenerator
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Fig. 7. Evaluation of PTPQs on the two datasets.
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Fig. 8. Evaluation of EQ3 on synthetic data with increasing size.

answer (intermediate solutions). The existence of intermediate solutions affects nega-
tively the performance of PartialPathJoin. For example, when evaluating EQ 4 on the
synthetic data, PartialPathJoin shows the worst performance (Figure 7(b)), due to the
large amount of intermediate solutions generated.

Execution time varying the input size. We compare the execution time of the three al-
gorithms as the size of the input dataset increases. Figure 8(a) reports on the execution
time of the algorithms increasing the size of synthetic dataset for query EQ 3. Parti-
alTreeStack consistenly has the best performance. Figure 8(b) presents the number of
solutions of EQ3 increasing the size of the dataset. As we can see, an increase in the
input size results in an increase in the output size (number of solutions). When the input
and the output size go up, the execution time of the algorithms increases. This confirms
the complexity results that show dependency of the execution time on the input and out-
put size. However, the increase in the execution time of TPQGen and PartialPathJoin is
sharper than that of PartialTreeStack. The reason is that PartialPathJoin is also affected
by the increase in the number of the intermediate solutions, while the performance of
TPQGen is affected by the evaluation of 6 TPQs equivalent to EQ3.

Execution time varying the input depth. We also compare the execution time of the
three algorithms as the depth of the input dataset increases. Figure 9(a) reports on the
execution time of the algorithms increasing the input depth of synthetic dataset (its
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Fig. 9. Evaluation of EQ3 on synthetic data with increasing depth.

size is fixed to 1.5 million nodes) for query EQ3. In all the cases, PartialTreeStack
outperforms the other two algorithms. Figure 9(b) presents the number of solutions of
EQ3 increasing the input depth. As we can see, with the input depth increasing from
12 to 18, the output size increases from 0.4M to 46M . When the output size goes
up, the execution time of the algorithms increases. This again confirms our previous
theoretical complexity results. We also observe that as the input depth increases, the
execution time of PartialTreeStack increases very slowly. In contrast, the increase of
the execution time of PartialPathJoin is sharper than that of the other two algorithms.
The reason is that, for PartialPathJoin, an increase in the output size is accompanied
by an increase in the number of intermediate solutions produced during evaluation.
TPQGen does not increase sharper than PartialPathJoin. However, the execution time
of TPQGen is strongly affected by the number of TPQs equivalent to the PTPQ, which
in the worst case is exponential in the size of the PTPQ.

We also ran experiments to examine the impact of child relationships on the behav-
ior of the algorithms. The results confirm that the presence of child relationships nega-
tively affects the performance of PartialTreeStack, which nevertheless outperforms the
other two algorithms in all the test cases. We omit these results here in the interest of
space.

7 Conclusion

The motivation of this paper was the gap in the efficient evalution of broad fragments of
XPath that go beyond TPQs. We considered PTPQs, a query language that generalizes
and strictly contains TPQs. PTPQs can express a broad fragment of XPath. Because
of their expressive power and flexibility, they are useful for querying XML documents
whose structure is complex or not fully known to the user, and for integrating XML data
sources with different structures.

We designed PartialT reeStack, an efficient stack-based holistic algorithm for PT-
PQs under the inverted lists evaluation model. To the best of our knowledge, no previ-
ous algorithms exist in the inverted list mode that can efficiently evaluate such a broad
fragment of XPath. Under the reasonable assumption that the size of queries is not
significant compared to the size of data, PartialT reeStack is asymptotically optimal
for PTPQs without child structural relationships. Our experimental results show that
PartialT reeStack can be used in practice on a wide range of queries and on large



datasets with deep recursion. They also show that PartialT reeStack largely outper-
forms other approaches that exploit existing techniques for more restricted classes of
queries.

We are currently working on developing algorithms for the efficient computation of
PTPQs using materialized views in the inverted lists evaluation model.
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